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INC: SECURELY DISABLE PRINTING WITHOUT CLOUD CONNECTION STRAIGHT OUT O

Securely Disable Printing Without Cloud Connection Straight Out of Box

Abstract: A printer which is factory-configured for subscription-based printing disables
printing capability out of the box, before the first connection of the printer to the internet,
through the use of a flag in persistent printer memory.
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This disclosure relates to the field of printers.
A technique is disclosed that efficiently change the starting printing behavior of a printer
between cloud-controlled printing and open printing, upon first usage of the printer and
before connecting the printer to the cloud.
In order to securely offer subscription-based "right to print" (RTP) printing contracts and
services, the printer supplier needs the ability to control printing during times that the
printer is under contract. This includes the period before the first connection of the
printer to the internet. It is also required that the printer be allowed to print off contract
with any supply, and subsequently re-enter contract at a later date. However, up to now
an RTP subscription active decision could only be set by the cloud after the first
connection by the customer of the printer to the internet; until this time, open printing is
enabled.
According to the present disclosure, a Read/Write OR bit (i.e., a 1-time flip bit) in
persistent memory of the printer is used to represent the parameter "servicesFlag".
Whenever a printer attempts to print, it first checks this flag, and if the flag is set it will
block printing unless there is also a Signed RTP credential granting this printer the Right
to Print. Both this flag and the RTP credential are stored in persistent memory that is not
erased upon resets or reflashes. If the cloud sends a new RTP credentials, then the old
credential is overwritten. If the RTP credential is cleared, then printing is halted because
the servicesFlag would still be set.
The disclosed technique advantageously allows a printer supplier to use the same base
printer hardware to configure the printer, at the end of the manufacturing line, to provide
either contract operation (by setting the servicesFlag) or non-contract operation (by
retaining the servicesFlag as cleared).
Disclosed by Marc Yousey, Laurent Pizot, Phillip A. Mccoog, Weiyun Sun, Dean H.
Ouchida, Michael Stephen Rose, David M. Holcomb, and Shiyun Yie, HP Inc.
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